nonterminating terms to be written. In this paper we prove that such terms cannot, in fact, be written.
Our proof is based on Tait and Girard's method of saturated sets [Tait 76, Girard 72 ], and our approach is similar to the one used in [Mitchell 86 ] to prove termination for F, and to the proof of termination of ;' reduction for F given in [Ghelli 90 ]. We first show that the type erasure of each well-typed F-bounded term is strongly normalizing. To this end, we define an interpretation of F-bounded types such that each type is interpreted with a superset of the type erasures of all F-bounded terms with that type, and this superset is small enough to be contained in the set SN of strongly normalizing *-terms: 1 | &a : T O (typeErasure(a) # 1 | &T and 1 | &T SN). From this, we derive strong normalization for system F-bounded. The proof is carried out in full detail, since many subtle errors have been discovered in termination proofs, and in proofs dealing with systems related to F . Hence, we felt that this strong normalization property, which we find quite surprising, deserved the writing of a full proof, which can be checked by the reader. Another proof is contained in [McAllester et al. 95] , which was announced soon after the writing of this paper; however, the two papers are very different. [McAllester et al. 95 ] describes a general technique to prove termination for a wide range of systems and hints how it may be applied to a type-inference (Curry-style) version of F-bounded as well. Our proof, on the other hand, only proves termination for explicitly types (Church-style) F-bounded and for its subsystems (say, F ), but it is complete and developed to the last detail, which would not be reasonable if it were part of a paper written with a broader scope. In this paper the reader can also find the only full formalization of system F-bounded that we are aware of.
In [Geuvers 93, Goguen 94, Mitchell 90b ], as in [McAllester et al. 95 ], the Tait Girard method is generalized to prove other properties of reduction, namely confluence, and to factorize the similarities in the termination proofs of different typed calculi. These papers do not deal with subtyping, but it would not be difficult to extend their techniques for this purpose. We have chosen a direct assault on F-bounded normalization, rather than going through such general techniques, since this is the easiest approach when one is interested in just one property for one system ( ;' reduction for system F-bounded does not enjoy confluence, for the reasons outlined in [Curien Ghelli 94] ).
System F-bounded is introduced in Section 2. Strong normalization is proved in Section 3.
SYSTEM F-BOUNDED
We adopt the following syntax for F-bounded types, terms, environments, and judgements.
Types, terms, and judgements are as in system F (see [Curien Ghelli 92, Cardelli et al. 94] ), with some small differences which we will now discuss. \t A . B is the type of a function which expects a type A$ which is a subtype of A[t Â A$] and returns a value whose type is B[t Â A$], while in system F t cannot appear in A. Type and value environments (1 and 2) assign upper bounds and types to type variables and value variables, similarly to what happens in most F presentations, with the small difference that we have kept the two environments separate. A name environment E is a set of type variables which is useful in the E | &A judgement, which can be read as``A is well formed in E'' or as``every free variable of A is in E ''; we will comment on this later. EÂ1Â1, 2 | &h are good formation judgements for nameÂtypeÂvalue environments. These judgements state that no variable is defined twice in the environment and that every type variable which is free in a bound in 1, or in a type in 2, has been previously defined in 1.
System F-bounded has been introduced to deal with the problem of``binary methods''; we will hint here at the basic idea and refer to [ [Amadio Cardelli 93] ), hence we cannot write a function which operates on objects of both types in system F . However, both A and B satisfy the condition t [a : Int; eq: t Ä Bool], hence in system F-bounded a function with type \t [a : Int; eq: t Ä Bool]. t Ä } } } can be safely applied to objects of both types. F-bounded quantification is also the basis to allow B to be defined by inheritance from A. In essence, if we type-check the A methods in an environment where``t [a: Int : eq: t Ä Bool], self : t'', then we can safely inherit those methods in B, while in system F we cannot define methods which work for both A and B, since we have no good type for self.
As usual, we only prove termination for a recursion-free version of system F-bounded, though to make any use of system F-bounded, some form of recursion is clearly needed. There is no contradiction in this. In a sense, we study the termination of the recursion-free part of the language because we want to understand whether adding recursion to system F-bounded would make it essentially different or not. 1 We now give the formal presentation of the system. Notation 2.1 (t # 1 ). We write t # 1 if t A is in 1, for some A; similarly for x # 2 and t # E. Notation 2.2. (vars(1 )). vars(t 1 A 1 , ..., t n A m )=t 1 , ..., t n .
Name environment, type environment, and value environment formation rules.
Type formation rules.
Subtype rules.
Typing rules.
Reduction rules.
Observe that, in F , an environment 1, t A is well formed if 1 is well formed, t is not defined in 1(t Â 1 ), and every free variable in A is defined in 1 (Fig. 1) , while in F-bounded we relax the last condition and require that every free variable in A be defined in 1, t A. In the traditional F style presentation, this fact may be formalized by the rule (F -like TypeEnv) in Fig. 1 , but then, to prove the premise 1, t A | &A, we would need to prove 1, t A | &h itself. We avoid this problem by formalizing the condition that the free variables of A are defined in (1, t A) as``vars(1 ), t | &A'' (rule (TypeEnv) above); this judgement does not depend on the irrelevant information contained in the bounds in 1, and its proof does not depend on 1, t A | &h. A different solution would be to reduce 1, t A | &h to (1 | &h, t Â 1, 1, t Top | &A), if A{Top, and to (1 | &h, t Â 1) only, if A=Top. This is slightly less elegant, but avoids name environments; here we have adopted the former approach since it makes our proof a little bit shorter.
Rule (\ ) is slightly more powerful than the rule (F -like \ ) (Fig. 2) , which would be the immediate generalization of the F rule. The F -like rule is admissible in our system (it is less powerful than (\ )): whenever we can prove the premise 1, t A | &A A$, the premise 1, t A | &t A$ of rule (\ ) can be proved too, by applying the (Var ) rule, to obtain t A, and then transitivity. On the other hand, the rule we have chosen allows us to prove that both \t t . A \t Top. A and \t Top . A \t t. A hold, while in the F -like system only \t Top. A \t t . A holds. This double inclusion is a desirable property, since
FIG. 2. An F -like version of rule (\ ).
both bounds, t Top and t t, express the fact that t can be substituted by any type. We claim that this is the only difference between the two versions of the system, which would collapse if we either added a \t t . A \t Top. A axiom to the F -like version, or if we forbade \t t. A types in our version; these observations and claims were first written in [Katiyar 92 ]. By adopting the strongest rule and allowing \t t . A types, we ensure that our strong normalization result still holds if a smaller language or a stricter rule are chosen.
STRONG NORMALIZATION OF F-BOUNDED TERMS

Saturated Sets
Before giving the strong normalization proof, the (standard) notion of saturated set must be introduced.
Notation 3.1 (4, SN, P). 4 is the set of all (untyped) *-terms (defined, as usual, as a ::=x | *x. a | aa).
SN is the set of all ;' strongly normalizing *-terms.
P(A)
is the set of all subsets of A.
Definition 3.2 (Saturated set). A set R 4 is saturated when:
Notation 3.3 (SAT). SAT is the set of all saturated sets. Note that SAT P(SN) P(4).
Remark 3.4 (NotEmpty). By Sat 2 , if R # SAT, then, for any variable x, x # R, hence R{<.
Lemma 3.5 (SN). SN # SAT.
Proof. We prove that Sat 1 and Sat 2 hold for SN. 
We show that in any case the reduced term is in SN. If depth(b[x Â a] b 1 ... b n )+ depth(a)=0, only the first two cases are possible, and in those cases the inductive hypothesis is not needed.
( 
The addendum depth(a) is important when x is not free in b. 
Remark 3.8 (Min SAT ). Min SAT is a well-defined saturated set: it is well defined since, by Lemma 3.5, SAT is not empty. It is saturated by Lemma 3.6. Notation 3.13 (a 2 Â $ ). If 2 is a value environment x 1 : A 1 , ..., x n : A n and $ is a tuple (a 1 , ..., a n ) 4 n , then 2 Â $ is the substitution [x 1 Â a 1 , ..., x n Â a n ], and a 2 Â $ is the result of applying 2 Â $ to a.
The Theorem
Lemma 3.14. The type erasure of any F-bounded term is a terminating * term.
Proof. We define five``semantic functions'' which interpret any provable type environment, value environment, type, subtype, or term formation judgement. We prove that the interpretation of each provable judgement satisfies an associated`s emantic condition.'' These conditions imply ;' strong normalization for any type-erased F-bounded term.
Informally, a type is interpreted by a set of *-terms, a type environment t 1 T 1 , ..., t n T n by a set of n-tuples of sets, where each n-tuple specifies a possible way of associating a set with each type variable, a value environment is interpreted by a set of tuples of *-terms, where each tuple specifies a``well-typed'' assignment of *-terms to the value variables, a value is interpreted by its type erasure, with a welltyped substitution applied to its free value variables.
The semantic conditions specify that any type is a saturated set, each term belongs to its type, no environment interpretation may be empty (empty environments would make the other soundness conditions useless, since those conditions are quantified on variables ranging over environment interpretations).
Here are the interpretation and the conditions: 
We prove that the interpretation of any provable judgement satisfies the associated condition by induction on its proof tree by showing that, for each rule, if the interpretation of the premises is sound, the interpretation of the consequences is sound too. This proof will be carried out in the next five sections.
Assuming that the soundness of the interpretation will be proved, we can now prove the lemma. Let a be an F-bounded term typed in an environment 1, 2. Take any # 0 # 1 | &h (one exists, by condition ( TypeEnv)), and observe that the tuple of *-terms vars(2) belongs to 1, 2 | &h # 0 since any variable belongs to any saturated set. By condition ( Term), 1, 2 | &a : A # 0 vars(2) ( =typeErasure(a)) # vars(1 ) | &A # 0 . By condition ( Type), vars(1) | &A # 0 is saturated hence, by Sat 0 , typeErasure(a) is strongly normalizing. K Theorem 3.15. F-bounded is strongly normalizing.
Proof. Consider a ;&'&;2&'2 reduction chain R starting from an F-bounded term and the chain typeErasure(R) consisting of all the type erasures of the elements of R. A ;&' step corresponds in typeErasure(R) to each ;&' step in R, while two identical terms correspond in typeErasure(R) to each pair of terms related by a ;2&'2 step in R. Hence, if we collapse all sequences of identical terms in typeErasure(R), we still obtain a ;&' reduction chain``collapse(typeErasure(R))'' in 4. Since each ;2&'2 step strictly reduces the number of 4 symbols in the term, any sequence of ;2&'2 reductions in R has a finite length. Hence, if R were infinite, then collapse(typeErasure(R)) would be infinite too. Since collapse(type Erasure(R)) is finite by the previous Lemma, then R is finite too. K
In the next sections we prove that each rule, when applied to judgements with a sound interpretation, yields a judgement with a sound interpretation, thus completing the proof of the theorem.
Soundness of Type Environment Rules
Interpretation.
In F , an environment 1, t A would be interpreted as
In F-bounded, this cannot be generalized as
&A is, in turn, defined in terms of 1, t A | &h . We avoided this circularity in the rules by defining the notion of name environment, and the same technique is used here to give a well-founded interpretation for type environments. Note that no circularity is hidden in the condition @ vars(1 ), t | &A (#, @), which is just a set inclusion with @ appearing on both sides. Proof. The product is not empty since every saturated set contains at least every variable. K
Soundness of Typing Rules
Interpretation. ( Var) \(@ 1 , . .
Type variables are interpreted by the type environment. Top is the set of all strongly normalizing *-terms. A functional type A Ä B contains all terms which, applied to a term in A , yield a term in B ; note that we mean a bare syntactic application with no evaluation. Quantification is interpreted by intersection.
Soundness. Hyp.:
is not empty since it contains, at least, Min SAT (Min SAT E, t | &A (#, Min SAT ) ). We can now apply Lemma 3.6 (Intersection), by observing that each E, t | &B (#, @) is saturated by Hyp., to conclude that E | &\t A .B # # SAT. K
We now present some lemmas about type interpretation which will be used in the next sections.
Lemma 3.16 (Weakening). If E, t, E$ | &A and E, E$ | &A hold, then:
Proof. By induction and by cases on the shape of A. Cases A=u (with u{t) and A=Top are immediate. A=t is excluded by the hypothesis. Cases A=A$ Ä A" and A=\u A$. A" are immediate by induction. K (
3.7. Interpretation and Soundness of Term Judgments
Here the first saturation condition is used.
By def. ( Ä ), Th. may be rewritten as:
Proof. Let:
Proof. By Hyp. and by def. ( Ä ), typeErasure( f ) 2 Â $ (typeErasure(a) 2 Â $ ) # vars(1 ) | &B #.
The thesis follows, since typeErasure( f (a)) 2 Â $ = typeErasure( f ) 2 Â $ (type Erasure(a) 2 Â $ ). K 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a fully developed proof of ;&'&;2&'2 strong normalization for system F-bounded. We have checked every detail and are now quite convinced that system F-bounded is strongly normalizing. We hope that the way we have set out our proof will allow the doubtful reader to double check it.
